PROGRAM
6.9. 2019
18:00 - 19:00
Motorcycle technical acceptance and registration
Welcome riders, discussion

7.9. 2019
9:00 - 16:00
Exhibition (not just off-road motorcycles)
-

Please bring your motorcycles in any condition! Division is by brands and collectors, the exhibitors
will be evaluated according to the most beautiful or interesting motorcycles and themed stands.
We also invite dealers of spare parts and accessories of historical off-road motorcycles (Must be
registered in advance!).

7:30 - 08:30
Check-in into rides and technical acceptance.
09:00 Debate with riders
09:15 Training (according to categories//15 minutes each)
11:00 Qualification
12:00 Beginning of the race (Interviews and signing with important riders of the past)
12:45 First rides /Twins shock // GP75 and GP65 // Classic hobby and Enduro + GP70, GP85 and Evo 50+ // EVO and Super EVO/
15:00 Second rides
17:30 Announcement of rides and awards of exhibitors

PROPOSITION
CATEGORY OF RIDES
1) CLASSIC Hobby + Enduro - The approved riders and collectors of the original motorcycle
until the year 1972, Competition motorcycles until the year 1980 - in this category may not
be announced the fastest. Riders will be announced by age or machine status in each of
these categories.
2) GP 65- motorcycles until 1965
3) GP 70- riders over 70 years old on motorcycles until 1965
4) GP 75- riders under 50 years old on motorcycles until 1975
5) GP 75/50- riders over 50 years old on motorcycles until 1975
6) TWINSHOCK- air-cooled motorcycles with drum brakes and two rear suspension units
7) TWINSHOCK 50+- riders over 50 years old
8) GP 85 - 
motorcycles until 1985
9) GP85/50+ - riders over 50 years old on motorcycles until 1985
10)EVO 
- motorcycles until 1990
11)EVO 50+ -riders over 50 years old on motorcycles until 1990
12)Super EVO- motorcycles until 1997!!! Motorcycles only with period modifications and
appearance
The organizer reserves the right to remove motorcycles with non-sound modifications (including
the appearance - modern plastics and stickers!) from the event (or move to another category) If
you have any doubts about your machine, send us a photo of the motorcycle when signing up.

ADMINISTRATION
Administration:
Entry form
or over the phone: +420 604 324 129 / +420 724 891 616 – Michal Griger
-

-

The number of starters is limited (after filling the races, you will not be able to sign in and
participate).
Each participant shall confirm his/her eligibility, including medical approval with a signature
of their own doctor. That he is responsible for damage to health and property caused by
him, himself or others (competitor, exhibitor, organizer, Spectator). That he/she is
responsible for damage on health and property caused by himself or others (competitor,
exhibitor, organizer, the viewer).
Each participant must take part in the technical inspection with his motorcycle, where
he/she will get a status check and confirmation (or reassignment) of the category. In
addition, a measuring device will be lent to him for a refundable deposit.
This event is a meeting of motorcycle friends, please be considerate to others, there is a
risk of injury to the participants, viewers and unnecessary damage to a beautiful machines.
Careful riders, the race will be also attended by less prudent people. With your behavior
you can spoil all the joy of this event to others. Thank you

